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(ABSTRACT)

In this thesis constraint solving/satisfaction is presented as a model of computa-
tion. Advantages of using constraints as a paradigm of programming are presented. _
A semantic schema for constraint based computations is given, following a brief
survey of the more important systems based on constraints. These systems range
from particular algorithms to problem solvers to constraint based general purpose
programming languages. Finally, constraint satisfaction is applied to logic pro-
gramming and theorem proving. It is shown that incorporating constraint solving
in definite clause programs enhances their expressive power. Also, an alternative
semantics - based on constraint satisfaction - is given for theorem proving.
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I Chapter 1
OIntroduct1on

I11 the last two decades, a lot of attention has been focussed on what is called the
software crisis. It is widely agreed that the development of software packages is
a difficult and thankless job. The twin problems of programmer productivity and
software reliability have refused to admit of any easy solutions.

Two rather different approaches have been taken to remedy this unfortunate
situation. The first of these is software engineering which sets guidelines for struc-
tured and/or disciplined programming in the hope that programs written following
these guidelines will have the desired properties of

1. correctness,

2. clarity and ease of understanding,

3. other features such as modularity, portability etc.

The second approach to tackling the software crisis is somewhat more drastic. It
seeks alternative models of computation and paradigms of programming. These ef-
forts are directed towards identifying paradigms that naturally allow the expression
of problems in an intuitively appealing as well as mathematically precise fashion.

The designer of a programming language has to keep two equally important
issues in mind. The first of these is: it should be convenient for the programmer
to express problems in a programming language. The ideal — which remains as
unrealizable today as ever? — is: the user should be able to program in a very high
level language such as English or Swahili! It should also be possible to efficiently
execute programs written in such a language. This demands that the language
designer take the features of the machine into consideration. As an unfortunate
consequence, often questionable and sometimes inexcusable design decisions of the
computer architect are refiected in the design of the language.

These two issues are of a rather conflicting nature. Is it possible to reduce the
undesirable effects of one upon the other? Is there a model of computation that
satisfactorily achieves the two goals, or at the very least, reduces the interplay
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between the two. We believe that there is indeed such a model and that is the
relational (constraint) model of computation.

Most problems can be naturally expressed as a collection of constraints that
certain objects must satisfy. Mathematically expressed, a constraint satisfaction
problem is:

1. V is a set of variables (vl . . . v„),

2. Each variable v, can take values from a domain Dl,

3. Cl . . . Cm is a collection of constraints, constraining the values of (vl . . . v„).

The problem is to find values of vl . . . v„ that satisfy Cl . . . C,„ simultaneously. Of
course, certain classes of problems — engineering design and optimization problems
among others — are best expressed in the above fashion.

In this report we study the semantic aspects of systems based on constraints
and present a general semantic schema for such systems.

1.1 Why Constraints?
In recent years, constraint satisfaction techniques have received a lot of attention.
Many researchers have actively worked in different areas related to constraints.
Some of these areas are:

1. application of the constraint satisfaction algorithm to problems in AI. Waltz’s
algorithm[WALZ72], related to the labeling of edges and surfaces in three
dimensional objects, is the most well known among these efforts,

2. using constraint satisfaction/manipulation methods for general problem solv-
ing,

3. Theory based heuristics for different factors that determine the efliciency of
constraint satisfaction techniques. Some factors that immediately come to

. mind are

(a) problem representation methods,
(b) search order.

4. study of constraints as a paradigm of programming. In fact, the first three
culminate in an effort to extend constraints to a general paradigm for pro-
gramming.

What is it about constraints that makes them so attractive as a means of prob-
lem representation and a model of computation? Steele[STEL80] has given very
persuasive arguments in favor of constraints as a paradigm of programming. He
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claims that constraints form a natural and human-oriented paradigm of computa-
tion. He associates - and quite correctly at that- two images with constraints.

The first image suggests that a constraint is a declarative statement of relation-
ship among symbolically denoted quantities. The constraint

abs(a) < abs(b)

is a statement of a certain relationship between the two objects a and b. Similarly,
the equation

x+y=z

states the constraint that the value of the sum of 2: and y be equal to the value of
z. An interesting feature of the above constraint is the following. It can be viewed
in more than one way. It can be looked upon as stating the constraint that the
value of :1: be equal to the difference between the values of z and y.

The second image is that these declarative statements also have the capability of
enforcing the relationships they state. In other words, they also have a procedural
interpretation. A constraint ca.n be looked upon as an object or a device that
enforces the stated relationship among the variables. In the above example, the
values of IB can be calculated when the values of IE and y get known. Alternatively,
an error message can be sent to the user if the values of 2:, y and z (obtained from
some other constraint) do not satisfy the current constraint.

A problem can therefore be viewed as a collection of constraints among a set
of variables. The problem is said to be solved when the variables are given values
that are consistent with all the constraints simultaneously.

One of the most attractive features of this paradigm is its generality. It gives
us an intuitively clear and appealing notion of computation. It is not restricted to
any particular domain of problems, although there are certain classes of problems
(engineering design problems for instance) that are undoubtedly better suited for
this approach.

Constraints define relations among objects in a domain. The advantage of a
relational semantics for a programming language is that a static meaning can be
assigned to the program independent of any computational model. We do not have
to appeal to the notion of a simple and completely unambiguous machine and try
to interpret the program in terms of the basic operations of such a machine. The
norm in the comparative study of programming languages has been to compare the
performance of different programming languages on a fixed model of computation.
In most cases, this model is that of a Turing machine. A relational semantics would
allow different implementations to be judged uniformly.

It would also bring about a natural and desirable division in the task of pro-
gramrning a problem. The first subtask would devote itself to stating relationships
between objects that must be satisfied in order for the problem to be considered
solved. The second part would deal with efficient ways of manipulating these con-
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straints or relationships, so that variables get valid instantiations. These instantia-
tions correspond to correct answer computations. The job of deciding the correct-

‘ ness of the program would be assigned to the Hrst part. Thus, a correctness proof
would not have to worry about the idiosyncracies of the machine the problem is to
be programmed on.

Another important feature of constraints is their locality. A constraint operates
on the values of its known variables in order to deduce values for the other variables.
Each constraint denotes an independent logical statement. The only way it interacts
with other constraints is through shared variables. This implies that constraints
can be solved in parallel on different processors. However, global consistency must
be maintained.

As we observed earlier, constraints can be viewed in more tha.n one way. They
are adirectional in nature. This makes the control structure of a program more Hex-
ible than in ordinary languages. Values of variables are computed and propagated
as and when variables on which they depend get instantiated. The data How model
is a special case of the constraint model in which the direction of the How of data
is predetermined. Adirectionality implies however, that the capability of viewing a
constraint in more than one way must be present. Such a capability would require a
sophisticated architecture or — in the worst case · explicit representation(as distinct
constraints) of the various interpretations of a. single constraint.

Davis[DAV87] summarizes the salient features of a constraint satisfaction sys-
tem.

1. Constraint satisfaction/propagation consists of a simple control structure ap-
plied to a simple updating module. Systems based on it are therefore easy to
code, analyze and extend.

2. It is easy to debug, since interrupting the process in the middle gives useful
information already deduced.

3. It is amenable to parallelism, since updating can be performed all over the
network simultaneously.

4. It is well suited to incremental systems. Constraints may be added incremen-
tally, updating the values of the variables and propagating the effects.

1.2 Semantics of Languages
The semantics of a language provide a meaning to its expressions, statements, and
programs. The two important considerations while deHning a language are com-
pleteness and clarity. These two objectives are rather difficult to achieve together.
There are three standard approaches to specifying the semantics of a programming
language.
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1. The operational approach: The meaning of each construct in the language is
given by describing the effect of its execution on a simple and totally unam-
biguous machine.

2. The denotational approach: Each construct in the language is defined in terms
of mathematical entities that specify their meaning.

3. The axiomatic approach: The meaning of each construct is specified in terms
of formal statements (usually sentences in logic) that describe the effect of its
execution.

The approach we take is similar to the denotational approach. It is very difficult
to define - precisely and completely - the semantics of a programming language.
Even in the case of constraints, it is not possible to give a single semantic inter-
pretation that specifies all classes of constraints and computations based on them.
The generality of constraints, which is an advantage in some respects, precludes
such a possibility. Constraints can be of very different kinds. Such different enti-
ties as transcendental equations and sentences in first order logic can be viewed as
constraints.

It is, however, possible to identify certain issues germane to most constraint
based systems.

1. Is there a mathematical function that captures the constraint satisfaction
process?

2. In what order are the constraints applied? Are they to be applied in a whole-
_ sale or incremental fashion? In the former, processing is started only after

all the constraints have been input. In incremental systems, query answering
alternates with accepting new constraints.

3. Is the constraint satisfaction algorithm complete and sound? By complete we
mean that the algorithm gives all the answers to a problem. By sound we
mean that the system does not compute any incorrect answers. What are the
classes of constraints for which it is complete?

4. How are the constraints represented? We observed earlier that one of the
chief advantages of computing with constraints is, they allow problems to be
modeled visually.

In this report we restrict our attention to the first issue. The above problems
are far from trivial for most classes of constraints. The control problem, i.e. the
order in which the constraints are to be applied is probably the most difficult of
them all. At this time, we do not have completely general and satisfactory solutions
to the issues related to constraint based systems. It is our hypothesis, that most of
these questions will have to be answered in the context of a particular application.
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A general approach is however, helpful in that, it will give a better understanding
of the features common to all constraint based systems and help us realize the goal
of building a general purpose language based on this model.

1.3 Organization
The report is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 takes a closer look at some of the more important systems based on
constraints. Chapter 3 presents a general semantic schema for constraint based
computations. In Chapter 4, we look at an application in logic and show that logic
programming is one form of constraint based programming.
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Chapter 2
OA survey of Constramt based

Systems

In this chapter we shall look more closely at some of the more important work
done on constraint based systems in the last two decades. This study is reported
in chronological order. The reader will notice a shift in emphasis with time. In
the earlier years, constraint satisfaction was looked upon as yet another algorithm
that was well suited to problems in Artificial Intelligence. Later, it was used as
a general problem solving technique. Only recently has the consensus grown that
constraints form a natural paradigm of programming. Efforts are underway — even
as this report is being written — to develop full-Hedged general purpose programming
languages based on constraints.

~ 2.1 Sketchpad
The Sketchpad system developed by Sutherland[SUTH63] in 1963 was the first to be
built incorporating the principle of constraints. It provided a graphic display out-
put, a user interface and automatic satisfaction of constraints. All the constraints
were equalities among linear relationships of variables. In Sketchpad, constraints
were primarily used to describe geometric objects.

2.2 Wa1tz’s Algorithm
Waltz[WALZ72] used the constraint satisfaction technique to limit the search space
in the problem of assigning labels to parts of visual scenes represented as line
drawings. The line drawing formed a constraint network and the goal was to assign
a labeling to each junction. Waltz used local propagation and found that for many
problem instances, it would converge to a unique solution or one with very few
alternatives to be resolved by a global search. The efficiency of the algorithm
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stimulated a lot of interest in this area. Waltz however, used a finite number of
variables with Hnite domains. Moreover, all his constraints were binary, and his
representation simultanecusly represented all valid states of the system.

2.3 Ref-Arf .
Ref-Arf developed by Fikes[FIKE70] was intended to be a general problem solver.
Its intellectual predecessor was GPS. Fikes used constraint satisfaction techniques
to solve problems input to the system in the form of non-deterministic procedures.
The system has three well-defined and distinct parts.

The first is the input language (called Ref) in which the user inputs the prob-
lem. The problem is coded as a nondeterministic procedure in Ref. Ref is a simple
programming language with ordinary arithmetic and the following interesting fea-
tures.

1. Identifiers stand for vectors (similar to fixed length arrays). Individual fields
of the vector can be accessed and modified.

2. Each identifier has a scalar value associated with it. This is denoted by <id>
where id is the identifier.

3. Ref has a special operator called “Select” that takes one operand. This —
operand is a range of values. Fikes used only discrete and finite ranges.
“Select” nondeterministically selects a value from the given range.

4. The "set” command is similar to an assignment statement. The first operand
is a variable and the second is a value. The second operand could be a select
statement, in which case, the value is non-deterministic.

5. Conditional statements of the form

if condition then code

are allowed.
_

6. Goto statements are allowed.

7. Ref cannot handle infinite sets and does not have the facility of parameterized
procedures.

Once a problem is entered as a procedure written in Ref, an interpreter takes
over. The purpose of the interpreter is to translate the procedure into a format
suitable for the application of constraint satisfaction/manipulation techniques. The
third module tries to solve the problem using constraint satisfaction and heuristic
search techniques. Fikes’ approach is a direct descendent of Floyd’s[FLOY67] work
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ou translating a. procedure written in a nondeterministic programming language,
I

into a procedure in the base programming language which Hnds acceptable values
Ifor the select function calls using a backtracking algorithm. Fikes claims that .

these procedures can be translated into procedures which allow the application of
· algorithms stronger than backtracking. .

The interpreter for Ref(called Arf) is not always able to translate a problem
stated in Ref into a single constraint satisfaction problem represented as a context
structure (see Hg. 1). This happens in the interpretation of an “if" statement, a
computed goto or even an assignment statement where the target of the assignment
depends on the value of some variable. The interpreter then performs what is called
casc analysis, i.e., it constructs more than one context structure corresponding to
the different paths the execution could take.

Arf manipulates constraints by Hrst simplifying them into their normal form.
For example, 1 = 5 would be replaced by FALSE and —•—·(a = b) would be replaced
by (a = b). Once the constraints have been reduced to their standard form, the
constraint manipulation techniques are applied.

Ref-Arf has reasonably sophisticated constraint manipulation techniques. The
principal techniques are

1. elimination of variables from constraints,

2. elimination of elements from variable ranges,

3. deduction of inconsistencies among constraints.

These are carried out at each stage of the backtra.cking search. An interest-
ing feature is that constraint manipulation is combined with value assignment in
order to reduce the search space of the problem. Arf has a variable ordering strat-
egy(which is applied at each value assignment step) that determines which variable
ought to be instantiated next. Some intuitively justiHable criteria for determining
the ordering are

1. the domain size of the variable,

2. the number of constraints in which the variable appears,

3. the constraint "tightness" of the principal operators of the constraints in
which the variable occurs. For instance, an equality constraint is considered
to be a very "tight" constraint.

2.4 Thinglab
Thinglab[BORN81] is a constraint satisfaction system built on top of Smalltalk 76.
Although it is meant to be a graphic simulation laboratory, it is very much an object

9
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Variables
V(1) = { value1... }

V(2) = { value1... }

V(n) = { value1... }

Constraints
C1

Cn
end.

Figure 2.1: A Context Structure
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oriented language primarily concemed with the representation and satisfaction of
constraints.

In Thinglab, nonprimitive objects are constructed hierarchically from parts
which are themselves other objects. Constraints provide a natural way to express
the relation among parts and subparts. An interesting aspect of Thinglab is the
integration of the use of constraints with inheritance hierarchies in the definition
of new objects. Some examples of constraints in Thinglab are

1. that a triangle be twice as big as another,

2. that a node in a circuit obey Kirchoff’s laws.

Constraints are represented as rules and a.s a set of methods that can be invoked
to satisfy the contraint. The rule is a procedural test for checking whether the
current state of the system satisfies the constraint or not. The methods are the
different ways of satisfying the constraint.

Attached to each method is what is called a message plan. A message plan
is an abstraction of the Smalltalk notion of sending a message. A message plan
does not stand for a particular act of sending a message; rather, it is a template
for any number of messages that might be sent. Each message plan specifies how
to invoke the corresponding method and describes its effects. When the constraint
satisfier chooses one of the methods to be invoked at runtime, the message plan that
represents that method is asked to generate the code that will send the appropriate
message to activate the method.

The constraints are specified by the user. It is up to the system to satisfy them.
The system takes various factors into consideration.

1. The directionality of constraints.

2. Compromise between local optimization and global consistency.

3. Handling of circular and/or interfering constraints.

A notable feature of Thinglab is that it is the first system that talks about
compiling constraints into plans in the base language. Further, the presence of a
class-instance mechanism and inheritance allows information common to several
objects to be abstracted.

2.5 Constraints
Guy Steele’s[STEL80] 1980 MIT Ph.D. dissertation reports the most recent efforts
in the development of a general programming language based on constraints. Steele
makes a strong case for constraints as a natural paradigm for problem solving. An
interesting point made by Steele is that constraints provide a graphic visual imagery
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1

Class triangle
Superclasses

Geometricübject
Part description

sidel : a line
side2 : a line
base : a line

Constraints
length(base) <= length(side1) + length(side2)
length(side1)<= length(side2) + length(base)
length(side2)<= length(side1) + length(base)

end.

Figure 2.2: Example of a constraint in Thinglab
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that helps human thought processes. They are particularly well suited to expressing
programs for certain applications, in particular, relationships arising in computer
aided design.

Steele’s system is configured as a network where each node is a constraint and
arcs joining two nodes represent the variables shared by the two constraints. Each
node behaves like a process running in parallel with the rest of the network. There
is a library of primitive constraints or devices from which are constructed complex
constraint networks. Computation is triggered by giving a value to one of the
lines(or variables).

Constraints records the justifications for any computation. This helps in resolv-
ing any global inconsistencies which could arise at any intermediate stage in the
computation. The language provides a form of dependency directed backtracking in
which, the culprit (the subcomputation responsible for the inconsistency) is deter-
mined and its effects are undone. Dependencies are recorded by attaching a special
data structure called the repository to each cell which contains all the information
about a variable.The repository has the following fields.

1. A supplier which is the cell that first provided the value for the repository.

2. A rule which is the name of the rule(or constraint) used to compute the value.
The rule component is null if the repository has no value, or if the supplier is
a primitive(i.e. a constant).

3. A mark which is normally null but is available to serve as mark bit for the
various graph algorithms that the system uses.

An important job of the dependency recording unit is to keep the dependency
information from becoming circular. The second purpose of recording dependencies
is to provide explanations for the computation carried out by the constraint satisfier.

It is generally agreed that a constraint system ought to have the property that
it works if one gives it only a little information, and works better if one gives
it more information. In other words, a constraint-based system should so far as
possible be monotonic. There are certain situations however, when one would like
to continue the computation in a reasonable direction, i.e., have the capability for
default behavior. Constraints allows a limited form of nonmonoticity by permitting
the use of assumptions. Another use of assumptions is in case analysis. If it is known
that a variable must take values from a specific set, then one element of that set
can be arbitrarily assumed to be the value of the variable; the value is discarded if
it leads to a contradiction.Constraints has two special constructs assume and oneof.
Assume assumes some fact to be true whereas oneof is the equivalent of Ref-Arf’s
select construct.

In the case of a contradiction, the assumptions and any computations based on
them are retracted. This information is also stored for future use in what are called
nogood sets. Nogood sets prevent the computation from repeating its mistakes.

13



Steele’s language is built on top of LISP and uses the various facilities- garbage
collection for instance- provided by it. It has several other features including the
facility for the definition and use of macro-constraints. It is outside the scope
of this report to give a more detailed description of the language. Constraints
represents one of the best efforts in designing a general purpose language based on
the paradigm of constraints. ‘

2.6 Constraint Propagation with Interval Labels
Ernest Davis[DAV85][DAV87] discusses various aspects of a special kind of con-
straint propagation which he calls constraint propagation with interval labels. In
this, a constraint satisfaction problem is configured as a network and each node is
labelled with a set of possible values. In assimilation., the constraints are used to
restrict these sets. In query answering, the term to be evaluated is expressed as a
function of some of the nodes, and the system must calculate the range of values
of the term, given the label sets of the component nodes, Davis defines an opera-
tor called Refine that takes a node and a constraint and produces a set of values
for that node which are consistent with that constraint and all other labels. This
operator is applied over and over again till refinement produces no more changes.
The network is then said to have reached a state of quiescence.

Davis deals with different aspects of such systems. Some of them are

1. the representation of constraints in terms of the nodes,

2. the order in which constraints are to be run,

3. the kind of implicit constraints to be used,

4. the conditions for ensuring that refinement reaches quiescence

5. and the design of the assimilator and the query answerer and their complete-
ness issues.

Davis also discusses the different classes of constraints and gives complexity
expressions for solving a network of such constraints. He proves the completeness
of the Waltz’s algorithm for propagation around constraints of bounded differences
and interval label inference on unit coefficient linear inequalities. The interested
reader is referred to [DAV85] and [DAV87].

2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we looked at some of the more important work done on constraint
based systems. It is, by no means, an exhaustive survey. Nadel[NAD86A][NAD86B]
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has reported work on theory based heuristics for determining various factors such as
search order, problem representation format etc. Constraint satisfaction systems
have been used in other specialized domains such as planning. It is clear, that
constraint satisfaction offers a rich paradigm of computation.
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Chapter 3
OA S emant1C S chema for
O O OComputat1ons using Constra1nts

3.1 Motivation
The primary thrust in this report is to find out whether constraint based compu-
tations operate on any well understood mathematical entities. There are several
reasons for wanting to establish such a relationship. Constraint satisfaction meth-
ods are intuitively appealing and strikingly similar to the way we humans model
problems. They are sufficiently general in nature and have a very simple and flex-
ible control structure. A formal interpretation of these methods would afford a
better understanding and also enable us to characterize them precisely.

We want to determine if the constraint satisfaction process can be captured
by a mathematical operator operating on some domain. If such a operator does
exist, then its properties would give us useful information about the constraint
satisfaction process itself. Note, that this approach is similar to the denotational
approach to specifying the semantics of a language.

We observed earlier that the term constraints represents a large class of very
different entities. Davis[87] gives a list -— by no means exhaustive — of the different
kinds of constraints. Some of them — in increasing order of complexity — are

1. unary predicates,
2. order languages (consisting only of order relationships),

3. linear equations and inequalities with unit coefficients,

4. linear equations and inequalities with arbitrary coefficients,

5. algebraic equations,

6. transcendental equations.

16
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It is difficult — perhaps impossible - to give a single function that completely
specifies all classes of constraints and computations based on them. Our goal is
to show that if a transformation T (not necessarily unique) can be associated with
each class of constraints, then these T’s satisfy certain basic properties.

It is a common practice in the study of programming languages to associate
transformations with recursively defined procedures. These transformations define
the meaning or dcnotation. of such procedures[GLAS84]. It is necessary to impose
some structure on the sets these transformations operate on. The minimum set of
denotable values (D) in any programming language is

D = basic constants + [D —> D] (3.1)
where [D ——> D] is the set of functions from D to D. Ifwe use unrestricted sets and
functions, then there is no set that satisües the above definition. It is easy to see
why this is so. For any set S, the set of functions defined on S will always contain
many more elements than S itself. For example, consider the set of functions that
map elements of S into {0, 1}. For each element of S, we have two choices for the
mapping and thus we can define 2" distinct functions if rz. is the cardinality of S.
For any reasonable n., 2" is much bigger than n. The problem can be solved by
imposing a structure, a partial ordering on the sets and constraining functions to
preserve the structure. The transformation T associated with a procedure maps
sets of input-output tuples into other sets of input-output tuples. Our interest is
chiefly in transformations that preserve the structure (partial order) imposed on
these sets. When the associated transformation is monotonic, the meaning of the
procedure P is defined to be

intersection{I : T(I) f I} (3.2)
where I is a set of input-output tuples. It can be shown[LOYD84] that (3.2) is
equal to

intersection{I : T(I) = I} (3.3)
(3.3) gives the least fixpoint of the transformation T. Intuitively, The set (3.3) _
completely describes the input-output behavior of P and is all we need to know
about P in order to specify it completely. (3.3) consists of all the valid input-
output tuples for the procedure P. At this point we need some definitions and
simple concepts of partially ordered sets.

3.2 Definitions
3.2.1 Definition 1
Let S be a set of elements 0.,b,c . .. where a relation of equality :1: = y is already
defined; then a relation O of partial order over S is any dyadic (binary) relation
over S which is
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1. reflexive: for every a in S 0.Oa;

2. antisymmetricz if 0.Ob and bOa, then a = b;

3. trcmsitivez if aOb and bOc, then aOc.

The symbol O in a.Ob will generally be replaced by
“S”;

if 0. S b we say that a
is less than or equal to b.

3.2.2 Definition 2
A set S over which a relation O of partial order is defined is called a partially
ordered set.

3.2.3 Theorem 1
If a set S is partially ordered by a relation O, then S is partially ordered by the
converse relation O' where :z:O'y iff yO :1:.

3.2.4 Definition 3
g is a lowerbound for a set T iff g S t for all t in T. If g is such that b S g for all
lowerbounds b of T then g is called the greatest lower bound of the set T.

An analogous definition exists for the least upper bound for a. set T.

3.2.5 Definition 4
A lattice is a partially ordered set A with the ordering relation denoted by S such
that for any two elements a. and b in A , there is a least upper bound (join) a. U b
and a greatest lower bound (meet) a V b. The lattice (A, S) is said to be complete
if every subset B of A has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound in A.
Such a lattice has two special elements.

1. O = VA.

2. 1 = UA.

The last definition is taken from [TARS55] and the rest are from [DONN68]. We
shall consider functions on A to A and relate them with the deductive techniques
used in constraint satisfaction and theorem proving. A function f on a subset B of
A to another subset C of A is said to be increasing if for any 2 elements 6,t in B
6 S t implies f (6) S f By a fixpoint of a function f we understand an element
ZB of the domain of f such that f (:1:) = 2:.
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3.3 Constraint Satisfaction
We observed earlier that the basic constraint satisfaction algorithm tries to find in-
stantiations for variables that satisfy all the constraints simultaneously. The refine
operator discussed in [DAV87] suggests that we can associate a transformation withl ‘ constraint satisfaction that operates on a partially ordered set. Reßne is defined as
follows.

Let C be a constraint on variables ::1, . . . ,1:,,. Let S, be the
label (value) set for ::,. Then

REFINE(C,::j) = {aj elementof Sj| there exists( (a, elementof S,, i = 1, . . . ,n, i#j)
C(a1,...,aj,.. .,a,,)}.

That is, refine(C,::j) is the set of values for ::j which is consistent with all the
labels S,. A value aj is in refine(C,2:j) if aj is in Sj and it is part of some k-tuple
a1, . . . , a,, which satisfies C and all the S,. This operator is sound deductively; if a
tuple satisfies the constraint and the starting value sets, then it satisfies the refined
value sets.

In the following section, we present two ways of constructing the partially or-
dered set and the associated transformation T. As we shall see, the least fixpoints
of the transformations in the two systems, have direct correspondence with the
assimilation and query answering systems of [DAV85].

Assimilation refers to forward inference on constraint networks, in which all
the constraints are assimilated into the value sets of the variables. Value sets of
variables are refined using local groups of constraints. These changes are propagated
through the network of constraints. Computation reaches an end whenever no more
refinement can be performed. In query answering the value of a term has to be
calculated using the current value sets.

3.3.1 A lattice theoretic approach
Let V = {v1, . . . ,v,,} be a set of variables.
Let D = {D1, . . . , D,,} be the domains from which each v, can
take values.
Let C = {61, . . . ,6,,,} be a set of constraints in which one or
more of the variables occur.

• Define the set U as follows.

U = {(u1, . . . ,u,,)|u, subsetof Djforl § i $ n}.
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Let the partial order “S” be the superset relationship. For u, v in U, u S v
iff 0, Q u, for 1 S i S rz. The least upper bound of two elements u,v
is the element (0.1 V 01,...,0,, V 0,,), where the operator V represents set
intersection. The greatest lower bound of two elements v., v in U is the element
(01 U v1, . . . , 0.,, U 0,,), where U represents set union.
Theorem 1: The system {U, S} forms a complete lattice. Further, it forms a
Boolean algebra with the top element equal to (nil, . . . ,I1il) and the bottom
element equal to (D1, . . . D,,)
We can associate an operator T with the constraint satisfaction/propagation
algorithm. T maps elements of U to elements of U. It closely mimics the
operator rejine defined earlier. Every application of T takes us upward in
the lattice. T is clearly monotonic. After some number of applications of T,
no more reflnement takes place and a state of quiescence is reached. This
corresponds to a fixpoint of the operator T.
Theorem: T has a least fixpoint. Suppose not. Let F1 a.nd F2 be two minimal
fixpoints such that F1= S F2 and F2—= S F1. Consider F = glb(F1,F2).
F = (F11 U F21, . . . F1,, U F2,,). F itself is a fixpoint of T. T cannot refine F
since it cannot refine its constituents F1 and F2. But F S F1 and F S F2
which contradicts the minimality of F1 and F2.

Example
Let V = {2:, y}. Let D, = {2,3,4}. Let D,) = {1,2,3}.
C1 = {1: = y}.

The reüned label sets are D:z:' = {2,3} and Dy' = {2,3}. Assimilation has
reached quiescence and (D1:' Dy') is the fixpoint of the corresponding T. The
answer however, is a proper subset of (Da:' X Dy'). Further processing needs
to be done at the time of query answering. This could involve the addition of
new (explicit or implicit) constraints to the system. In the present example,
the constraint :1: — y = 0 may have to be added to get the correct answer.

• Define U in a slightly different fashion.

U = {:z:|:1: subsetof X D,1 S i S rz}

where XD, denotes the cross-product of D1,. . .,D,,. Each element of U is
a set of n—tuples. Each n-tuple can be looked upon as an interpretation
of the variables in the constraint satisfaction problem. Each element of U
is, therefore, a set of such interpretations. We are interested in finding the
maximal set of such interpretations that are consistent with all the constraints
simultaneously.
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The system {U 3} forms a complete lattice. The partial order is the superset
relationship as before. {U 3} is also referred to as the powerset lattice.
The Operator T throws out an inconsistent interpretation at each step. It is
monotonic and has a least fixpoint. The least fixpoint corresponds to the set
of all consistent interpretations.
Note that the T here is more powerful than the one previously defined. The
stage at which quiescence is reached corresponds to the completion of both
assimilation. and query answering.

Example

Let us consider a particular problem from the viewpoint of constraint satis-
faction. The problem we shall look at is uniücation. Unification is a very
important problem and a lot of work has been done on it. It is widely used
in resolution based theorem proving systems, where equality between com-
plementary literals is established using unification. The reader is referred to
[LOYD84] for details.
We state the problem of unification in its general form. Let 61 = tl, . . . , 6,, =
t,, be a set of equations where 61, . . . , 6,,, t1, . . . , t,, are arbitrary terms. A term
is defined by the following grammar.

term:== variable | functor(term*)
where variable and functor are from disjoint sets. Let 2:1,... ,2:,, be the set
of all distinct variables occurring in the equations. Let D1,...,D„ be the
domains of each of these variables. Note that Dj, Dj, i#j may not be disjoint
and/or finite. The problem is to find instantiations of 2:1, . . . ,2:,, that satisfy
the set of equations simultaneously.
The basic unification algorithm is syntactic in nature and does not take into
account, the properties of the functors. For example, —I—(4 2) would fail to
unify with the term —I-(3 3). The only constraints that the algorithm handles
are syntactic equality constraints.
It is possible to extend the unification algorithm to a general constraint sat-
isfaction algorithm with the capability for handling other constraints such
as set membership, order relationships etc. Capability for handling functors
that compute relations and those that are used to create complex data struc-
tures can be incorporated into the algorithm. Sundararajan[SUND87] has
developed an interpreter for Prolog which allows constraints in the body of a
clause and also views unification as constraint satisfaction. The procedures
for computing the relations that the constrained functors represent should,
however, be decidable, in order to ensure the termination and correctness of
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the unification algorithm. The reader is referred to [SUND87] for details. The
least Hxpoint of the transformation associated with such a system would then
be the set of all consistent instantiations of the variables. This corresponds
to the maximal set of unifiers for the system.

3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we saw that a general characterization could be given for constraint
satisfaction problems. A partial order can be defined on the vector of values of the
variables. The ordering relation - set inclusion - is very well behaved and makes
it easy to establish the existence of various properties. The schema presented
above can be fruitfully applied to specific classes of constraints; the properties of
the operator T can help determine the behavior of the system for a particular
class of constraints. In the next chapter, we shall study logic programming from
the viewpoint of constraint satisfaction. We shall show that constraint solving
can be incorporated into logic programs in more than one way. The unification
algorithm can be replaced by a general constraint satisfaction technique as described
in [SUND87]. Also, we can view theorem proving as constraints among atomic
predicates and use constraint satisfaction techniques to derive contradictions.
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Chapter 4
O O I OA11 Application 111 Logic

Constraint satisfaction techniques have traditionally been used in the context of
numerical computations. [DAV87] describes most of the interesting classes of prob-
lems that can be solved using CS/CP algorithms. In this chapter, we shall apply
the constraint schema from Chapter 3 to logic programming.

Today, one of the most interesting and active areas of research in computer
science is computation using logic. The use of logic in computer science is not
a recent phenomenon. It has always been used as a speciiication or declarative
language. In the early 1960’s, it was the basis of work in automated theorem
proving and Artificial Intelligence. The most important result in this phase of
automated deduction was the discovery of the resolution principle by Robinson. It
was not until 1971-72, however, that the idea that sentences in logic could be used
as computer programs took shape. Kowalski [KOWA74] and Colmerauer showed
independently, that statements of a subset of first order logic had a procedural
interpretation as well. A program clause P +— P1, . . . ,P„ can be considered to be
a procedure definition, and a goal clause <—— G1,. . . ,G'„, can be looked upon as a
series of procedure calls. The most important practical outcome of this research
is the the development of the language Prolog and other similar languages. In the
rest of this chapter, we shall assume the reader’s familiarity with elementary logic.

4.1 Prolog and its Semantics
Prolog is the most popular logic programming language. A Prolog program consists
of a collection of definite clauses. A definite clause(or Horn clause) is a statement
of the form

P <— Q1 and Q2 and. ..and Q„(n. >= 0).

in which P,Q1,...,Q„ are atomic. An atom is defined by the following simple
grarnmar.
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atom :== pred(term*)
term :== variable | functor(term*).

Pred, functor, and variable here are disjoint sets of symbols representing predicates,
functors and variables. The above clause represents the universally quantified for-
mula

Q1 and Q2 and . ..and Q„ => P.
n = 0 results in an unqualified assertion(or fact or axiom); n > 0 results in an
inference rule. A Prolog program can be viewed as a set of such axioms and
inference rules. Another view is to consider all the clauses to be axioms with
resolution as the only inference rule.

Given a program of the form described above, one would like to determine the
truth of a conjunction of atoms relative to it. There are two ways of doing this.
The first is to construct a model for the program and determine whether the atom
belongs to the model. This corresponds to the model-theoretic approach in which we
try to establish semantic entailment.The second is to derive the atom as a theorem
of a first order theory using the clauses in the program as a set of axioms and using
some set of inference rules. This corresponds to the proof-theoretic approach where
the notion of formal derivability is important.

The abstract interpreter for Prolog takes the latter approach. The only inference
rule used is resolution. The proof system takes the negative approach,i.e., it is set
up as a refutation system. The negation of the theorem to be proved is added as
an axiom and the system tries to derive the empty clause, which implies that the
negated theorem is inconsistent with the axioms.

As a consequence of Godel’s completeness theorem for first order logic, the
two approaches are equivalent. In fact, there exists a canonical model for definite
clause programs, which is the least Herbrand model and is equal to the set of all
logical consequences of the program. An equivalent fixpoint semantics can also
be given for Prolog programs. The set of theorems is exactly equal to the least
fixpoint of a monotonic and continuous operator over the complete lattice formed
by {2B",set inclusion} where Bp is the Herbrand base associated with the program
p. This operator captures the intuitive notion of implication. A thorough treatment
of the above can be found in [VAND76], [APT82] and [LOYD84].

It is remarkable that the three approaches to describing the semantics of Prolog
programs coincide. Such a neat semantics however, does not come without a price.
The expressive power of Prolog programs leaves much to be desired. The use of
definite clauses makes it very difficult to express negative information, i.e., the
notion of “falsehood” . We have to turn to some very non-intuitive interpretations.
Some of them are the closed world hypothesis and a somewhat weaker notion of
negation as finite failure.

All Prolog interpreters achieve negation as finite failure. Negation as failure
states that if A cannot be proved from the progrm P then not(A) is a theorem.
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This does not correspond with our intuitive notion of falsehood. We would like
to believe that something is false if any belief to the contrary would lead to a
contradiction(i.e. something being inferred as true and false at the same time).
Failure to establish A implies that the truth or falsity of A is independent of P.
Also, the interpreter with a depth First left to right control strategy might fail to
terminate for very obvious and simple programs. Consider the following program.

P <— Q
P <— not(Q)
Q <— P.

Given the goal P the above program would fail to terminate. It is obvious that P
follows from the progra.rn(at least in classical logic). In fact, the interpreter may
go into a loop while trying to prove theorems as well as while trying to show that
something is not a theorem.

There is another feature that limits the expressive power of logic programs in
a crippling way. At the core of all logic programming languages is the uniiication
algorithm. The unification algorithm was first given by Robinson in [ROB65] and
most logic programming systems still use it with few or no changes. Uniiication
determines the syntactic equality of a set of terms that belong to the Herbrand
universe. By restricting itself to uninterpreted terms over the Herbrand universe,
the algorithm_fails to establish the equality between terms such as +(3 3) and
+(4 2:). Some of the extensions proposed to the unification algorithm incorporate
a set of a.xioms for establishing equality ([PLOT72]). They, however, deal with the
simplest of arithmetic terms outside the system in an ad hoc fashion. We discussed
this problem earlier, in the previous chapter.

Sundararajan ([SUND87]) has developed an interpreter for PROLOG that re-
places unification by the solution (most general) to a network of constraints. The in-
terpreted symbols he handles are (+, <, >, disequality, and set membership). Terms
containing uninterpreted symbols are related by syntactic equality. The Herbrand
universe is replaced by a many sorted domain similar to the one described in the
last chapter. The elements of the new Herbrand base (Bc) are obtained by taking
the cross-product of the predicate symbols and elements of the many sorted do-
main. Consider {2Bc,set inclusion}. It forms a complete lattice. Describe Tc as
follows.

if I is an element of 2Bc then
Tc(I) = { 6 element of Bc [

there is a clause
P +- P2 and P2 and ...P„
and the constraint solver outputs
the set of solutions delta such that
(P)6 = 6 and
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(P,)6 belongs to I, 1 <= i <= n,.
}

An important issue is whether we can give a least model semantics that corre-
sponds to the least fixpoint of Tc defined above. We do not have theorems to show
that the above property holds. Jaffar and Lassez ((JAFF87]) have proposed a more
general approach by allowing constraints in the body of clauses as well. [SUND87]
also allows constraints in the body. In fact, he does not require the constraints to
appear before the goals. According to Jaffar et al, prolog with constraints fits in
well with their logic programming scheme.

A second approach is to consider arbitrary well formed formulas of first order
logic to be constraints among atomic predicates. The constraint symbols are all the
logical operators (and, or, not S Instead of treating negation as finite failure, we
have true logical negation.

It is well known that the largest subset of first order logic that has an initial
model is the definite clause subset. We shall therefore require that the set of
formulas in our program be consistent. Also, there are no least models for the
system that we describe here. The least fixpoint of the associated transformation,
however, gives the set of logical consequences of the set of formulas (or program).

4.2 A Constraint Satisfaction Approach
We shall treat formulas of first order logic as constraints and show that the least fix-
point of the transformation associated with the truth-functional calculus computes
the set of logical consequences of a program. It will be generally agreed that the
clauses in a Prolog program express constraints. In fact, all well formed formulas of
any first order language express constraints between objects in an intended domain.
We shall not restrict our constraints to be Horn clauses but shall require that the
following preprocessing be done on the constraints.

1. A <=> B is replaced by A => B and B => A.

2. Negation signs are moved inward.

3. Variables are renamed if necessary.

4. Existential quantifiers are removed by replacing existentially quantified vari-
ables with unique constants or functions of universally quantified variables.

5. All remaining variables are understood to be universally quantified.
We would like to restate the problem as a constraint satisfaction problem. There

is more than one way of doing this. Consider a set of first order constraints(with
at least one predicate symbol and one ground term).
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1. The variables of the CS problem are all the predicate symbols appearing in
the constraints. For a finite set of constraints, there are a finite number of
such variables. The domain of values of an n-ary predicate symbol is

Dom(P,,) = {(2:1,:1:2,. ..,:1:,,)|(:1:1 ...:1:,,) element of

><whereH is the Herbrand universe for the set of constraints and ><(H) rep-
resents the cross-product of H taken n. times. Dom(P,,) will be infinite for
constraints containing at least one function symbol. The denotation of a
predicate P,, is the set of tuples (2:1...2:,,) such that P,,(2:1.. .2:,,) is logically
implied by or is consistent with the constraints. The problem is to determine
the denotation of each predicate. Den(P,,) is a subset of Dom(P,,). Therefore,
the constraint satisfaction operates on the following complete partial order.

U = {(Y1 . . . Y„,)|K subsetof Dom(P,)}
The program has m predicate symbols and Dom(P,) is the domain of H. The
partial ordering is the superset relationship. Note that U is very similar to
2B" where Bp is the Herbrand base for the set of constraints P. In fact, it is
the inverse of the lattice formed by {2B”,set inclusion}.

2. In classical logic there are two truth values. Given a set of premises, we would
like to know if an atom is semantically entailed by the premises or not, i.e.,
given a set of true sentences what is the truth value of an atom A. Is it
true or is it false? Or are the constraints not tight enough to impose a truth
value upon the atom. This is the most intuitive and appealing approach to all
logical arguments. The approach adopted in the semantic tableaux method
is very similar. .

The variables in our problem then are all the ground atoms that can be
constructed from the predicate symbols and the elements in the Herbrand
Universe. All atoms take values from a single domain D = {T, F Define

U = {(u1, . . . ,u,,)|u, subsetof {T,
where rz. is generally infinite.
U forms a complete lattice with the superset relation as the partial order.
The Zub of two elements is given by set intersection and the glb is given by set
union.
Define an operator O from U to U as follows

(a) If (P1 and P2 and . . . andP,, => P) is a ground instance of a constraint
(P1 . . . P are atoms) and F is not present in the domains of P1 . . . P,, in
I, then remove F from the domain of P in O(I
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(b) If [not{P)} is a ground instance of a constraint then remove T from the
domain of P in O(I

(c) If (P or Q) is a ground instance of a constraint and T is not present in
the domain of P(Q), then remove F from the domain of Q(P) in O(I

(d) If ((P => Q) => R) is a ground instance of a constraint, and T is
absent from the domain of P in I, then remove F from the domain of
R in O(I Similarly if F is absent from the domains of both P and Q
then remove F from the domain of R

inProofsfor following theorems are simple and along the lines of [LOYD84].
Theoremlz The operator O is monotonic.
Theorem2: All I’s in U for which O(I) 3 I are models for the set of con-
straints.
Theorem.9: The least {'ixpoint of O is equal to

g1b{I|O(I)$ -’}·

Theorem.{: O is continuous. By continuous we mean if I1 3 I2 3 3 I„
then

~ lub(O(I,)) = O(lub(I,)) 1 3 i 3 rz.,
We sketch the proof for the case when (3.1) above applies to O.

PROOF: Consider the ground constraint (Pland . . . andP„) => P.
F is absent from the domain of P in O(lub(I,))
iff F is absent from the domain of P1, . . . ,P„ in lub(I;)1 3 i 3 n.
iff F is absent from the domain of P1, . . . , P„ in some I,1 3 j 3 n
iif F is absent from the domain of P in O(Ij) for some j 1 3 j 3 rz
iff F is absent from the domain of P in lub(O(I,)) 1 3 i 3 n,.

Evans(EVAN87] has developed a theorem prover that is based on the above
characterization. The important features of her system are

1. The a.xioms of the system are consistent sets of well-formed formulas first
order logic.

2. The axioms are pre—processed as described earlier.

3. The theorem to be proved is negated, skolemized and added to the system.
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4. Let C1 and C2 be two formulas. Let P1 and P2 be literals in C1 and C2
respectively. If P1 and P2 can be unified with 0 as the most general unifier,
then form two clauses (C1)0 and C'2(0) with the following changes. If T was
absent from the value set of P1(Pg), then remove T from the value set of
(P2)0((P1)0) and a similar operation is carried out for F. If the literals that
were unified are complementary, then the refinement is made in a slightly
different way. If T were absent from the value set of P1(P2) , then remove F
from the value set of (P2)0((P2)0). A similar operation is carried out for F.

5. The above is interleaved with truth—functional simplification of the clauses.
This corresponds to propagation of the constraints.

6. A contradiction is deduced when both T and F are knocked out of the value
set of some literal.

For details about control strategies, case analysis and splitting rules and com-
pleteness, the reader is referred to [EVAN87]. Note that Evans views unification too
as constraint satisfaction. Thus, there are networks of constraints at two different
levels. The literals of the clauses form a network of constraints. Each unification
is also set up as a network of constraints among the terms appearing in the set of
equations. This gives us a uniform basis of computation.

4.3 Summary
In this chapter we have seen that constraint solving techniques can be effectively
utilized to extend the expressive power of logic programming languages. Also, an
algebraic semantics can be given for theorem proving treated as constraint satis-
faction.
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Chapter 5
OCOHCIUSIOHS

The constraint model offers a rich paradigm of computation and programming. In
this report, we saw that the constraint satisfaction process defines a transformation
operating on a structured domain. The properties of this transformation can give
useful information about the process itself. Constraint satisfaction as a deductive
engine is sound and quite powerful. There are many issues, of course, which require
a lot more work. Some of them are listed below.

1. Are there any general control strategies or is the problem of control applica-
tion dependent?

2. Is it possible to order the different control strategies in some space'?

3. For what classes of constraints can we ensure completeness?

4. Development of a powerful syntax that allows the expression of constraints
on complex objects.

5. Exploration of ways to compile constraints, and form plans of execution to
achieve efficiency.
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